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Purpose: To develop and assess a 3D-cine self-gated method for cardiac imaging of murine models.
Materials and Methods: A 3D stack-of-stars (SOS) short echo time (STE) sequence with a navigator echo was per-
formed at 7T on healthy mice (n 5 4) and mice with acute myocardial infarction (MI) (n 5 4) injected with ultrasmall
superparamagnetic iron oxide (USPIO) nanoparticles. In all, 402 spokes were acquired per stack with the incremental or
the golden angle method using an angle increment of (360/402)8 or 222.488, respectively. A cylindrical k-space was filled
and repeated with a maximum number of repetitions (NR) of 10. 3D cine cardiac images at 156 lm resolution were
reconstructed retrospectively and compared for the two methods in terms of contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). The golden
angle images were also reconstructed with NR 5 10, 6, and 3, to assess cardiac functional parameters (ejection fraction,
EF) on both animal models.
Results: The combination of 3D SOS-STE and USPIO injection allowed us to optimize the identification of cardiac peaks
on navigator signal and generate high CNR between blood and myocardium (15.3 6 1.0). The golden angle method
resulted in a more homogeneous distribution of the spokes inside a stack (P < 0.05), enabling reducing the acquisition
time to 15 minutes. EF was significantly different between healthy and MI mice (P < 0.05).
Conclusion: The method proposed here showed that 3D-cine images could be obtained without electrocardiogram or
respiratory gating in mice. It allows precise measurement of cardiac functional parameters even on MI mice.
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has become the

standard reference for assessing anatomic and cardiac

functions in mice.1 This technique provides images with a

good spatial and temporal resolution and excellent endoge-

nous contrast. In addition, due to its noninvasive nature, it

can be used as part of longitudinal follow-up with disease

models to obtain information on disease progression or drug

responses.2,3 However, despite hardware advances in preclini-

cal MRI scanners with the use of high gradient strengths and

phased array coils, there remain a number of limitations to

image animal models of myocardial infarction (MI). Among

these limitations, the corruption of the electrocardiogram

(ECG) signal—due to damage of cardiac muscle associated

with this disease—and the use of high magnetic field gradients

hindering good cardiac and respiratory gating during MR

acquisition. To overcome this problem, self-gating imaging

methods (also known as wireless methods)4,5 can be substi-

tuted for ECG and respiratory gating.

It has been shown that repeating measurements without

phase encoding makes it possible to extract signal variations
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synchronous with cardiac motion from the raw MR data. The

amplitude of this MR signal (in either magnitude or phase)

changes along cardiac cycle.6,7 Movement of the myocardium

and particularly blood flow generates a strong time-of-flight

effect and causes a periodic change, which is visible in the MR

signal. Self-gating methods thus allow retrospective recon-

struction of the images based on the cardiac cycle while also

correcting for artifacts due to respiratory motion. These meth-

ods have been used both in small animals8–11 and in

humans,7,12,13 and have more recently benefited from the

flexibility provided by radial imaging methods combined with

pseudorandom encoding of k-space.14–18

Other difficulties associated with imaging of small-animal

models of MI are related to animal basic physiological charac-

teristics. The rapid heartbeat and fast blood flow lead to

motion and flow artifacts. In addition, the very small size of

the structures to be observed requires images to be acquired at

a high spatial resolution. Thus, imaging the whole heart, from

the base to the apex, may require a long acquisition time,

which is not realistic in studies involving fragile animals.

It was recently shown that radial acquisition methods

with short or ultrashort echo times (STE or UTE) could be

used to avoid numerous artifacts, in particular those linked to

blood flow and movement, as well as susceptibility artifacts,

which are often significant at high magnetic fields.18–20 With

2D imaging, these acquisition methods are also compatible

with retrospective self-gating techniques without further mod-

ification, since the first point on each spoke acquired contains

all the information related to movement.19 3D image acquisi-

tion with isotropic resolutions should provide a better

description of the disease models, as the volumetric measure-

ments will be more precise than with multislice 2D imag-

ing.21 Numerous 3D sequences have been developed to

encode the signal from the center of the k-space towards the

exterior, and thus produce STE or UTE. These sequences

include: stack-of-stars STE (3D-SOS STE),22 3D-spokes with

Kooshball sampling,23 stack-of-spirals,24 3D twisted-

projection-imaging (TPI),25 and 3D cones.26,27 At high mag-

netic fields, it is preferable to use sequences with the shortest

possible signal-readout times, ie, 3D-spokes or 3D-SOS

UTE.

The 3D-spokes method allows isotropic acquisition and

provides the shortest possible echo time, as it does not require

the use of a slice selection gradient. However, it is limited to the

acquisition of spherical fields-of-view and results in long acquisi-

tion times if the Nyquist criterion is to be satisfied. The 3D-

SOS STE sequence is a hybrid radial-Cartesian method that

uses encoding in the 2D radial (star-like shape) plane within the

slice, and a Cartesian encoding in the third dimension. The

echo times are longer than with a 3D-spoke-type sequence, but

good resolution can be obtained in the plane without increasing

the volume covered.28 The sequence can be easily modified to

register an MR signal compatible with self-gating.

The objective of this study was to develop and evalu-

ate a 3D cine self-gated method for the assessment of the

cardiac function of healthy mice and mice with acute MI.

Materials and Methods

Magnet and Gradient System
Experiments were performed on a 7T Bruker Biospec (Ettlingen,

Germany) equipped with a gradient system capable of 660 mT/m

maximum strength and 110 ls rise time. A volume resonator

(86 mm inner diameter, active length 5 70 mm) operating in quad-

rature mode was used for excitation, and a four-element (2 3 2)

phased array surface coil (outer dimensions of one coil element: 12

3 16 mm2; total outer dimensions: 26 3 21 mm2) was used for

signal reception.

Animal Preparation
All experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care

and Use Institutional Ethics Committee of Bordeaux, France

(Approval No. 5012032-A).

Healthy (n 5 4) and ischemic (n 5 4) mice OF1 with body

weights 37–40 g were purchased from a commercial breeder

(Charles River, Paris, France). Mice were anesthetized with isoflur-

ane (1.0–1.5% in air). The animals were positioned within the

magnet with the heart placed at the center of the MR coil.

Before mice positioning in the magnet, a 150 lL volume of

200 lmol Fe/kg of ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide

(USPIO) (Sinerem, Guerbet, Aulnay-sous-Bois, France) was

injected through the tail vein.

The average heart rate for all normal mice included in the

experiment was 412 6 32 beats per minutes and 370 6 53 beats

per minutes for ischemic mice.

Self-Gated 3D Stack-of-Stars STE sequences
A 3D self-gated SOS STE sequence was implemented as schemati-

cally shown in Fig. 1.

To minimize echo time, gradients were optimized with refo-

cusing slice gradient and slice encoding gradient durations equal to

54 ls and 315 ls, respectively. For the navigator signal, three data

points were sampled corresponding to a duration of 30 ls (3 3

dwell time) during the refocusing slice gradient and before the slice

encoding gradient.

In all, 402 spokes were acquired per stack with two methods:

1) the incremental method with an angle increment of (360/402)8,

2) the golden-angle method with an angle increment of 222.488.29

Then 96 stacks were acquired to fulfill a cylindrical k-space. The

same scheme was repeated (NR) 10 times.

Imaging Parameters
The following acquisition parameters were used: repetition time / echo

time (TR/TE) 5 4.0/0.527 msec, excitation pulse/duration/flip

angle 5 hermite/0.3 msec/158 or 48 when specified, field-of-view 5 20

3 20 3 15 mm3, matrix 5 128 3 128, number of stacks 5 96, num-

ber of spokes per stack 5 402, receiver bandwidth 5 781 Hz/pixel. Ten

repetitions were performed corresponding to a total acquisition time of

25 minutes 43 seconds to reconstruct 10 images per cardiac cycle

(cine).
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Self-Gating Signal Processing
Signal processing was conducted offline with MatLab (MathWorks,

Natick, MA). The three sampled navigator points were summed

over each coil element. The coil element that gave the maximum

amplitude was convoluted with a Gaussian filter (width 5 20

points, r value 5 10). Then a peak-detection algorithm was

applied to determine the start of the cardiac cycle. Median and

standard deviations of the duration of the cardiac cycle throughout

an experiment were calculated. Data collected in a cardiac cycle of

a duration greater than or lesser than 2 times the standard devia-

tion were discarded prior to cine reconstruction. According to their

temporal position within a cardiac cycle period, the k-space data

were attributed to the corresponding cine frame.

Comparison of Stack Encoding Mode (Incremental
vs. Golden)
The two stack encoding modes (incremental and golden) were

compared on data acquired on healthy mice. Shorter acquisition

times were achieved by considering decreasing amounts of repeti-

tion. To compare the two methods, an analysis of the k-space den-

sity was performed on retrospectively reorganized data. The mean

angle and its standard deviation between projections of one stack

were computed for each stack and for each 3D cine image.

Reconstruction Procedure
All the STE datasets were reconstructed using the following proce-

dure: k-space data were regridded with an oversampling ratio of 2

using a Kaiser-Bessel kernel.30 Data were transformed by applying

a conventional fast Fourier transform (FFT). Each phased array receiver

magnitude image was reconstructed using the method described above,

and then combined by a sum of squares reconstruction.

Image and Cardiac Volumetry Analysis
Signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) were calculated according to the

methods published by Kellman and McVeigh.31 Contrast-to-noise

ratio (CNR) was defined as CNR 5 SNR (blood) – SNR

(myocardium).

Signal homogeneity of blood throughout the cycle was

assessed using the measurements of the standard deviation of the

blood signal from both the left and the right ventricles.

To demonstrate the improvement of image quality obtained

with our method, cardiac volumetry analysis was computed per

slice and per volume.

A semiautomated segmentation procedure was performed on

Amira (Visage Imaging, Germany). The 3D volumes (end-diastole

and end-systole) were first oriented to a short-axis view. Then the

segmentation procedure was applied for each reconstructed 2D

slice from the top of the heart to the apex. Left ventricle end dia-

stolic volume (EDV), end systolic volume (ESV), and ejection frac-

tion (EF) were computed for each slice and analysis reported either

slice-by-slice or combined to obtain measurements for the whole

heart.

Statistical Analysis
Results were compared using paired Student’s t-test. P < 0.05 was

considered significantly different.

Results

3D Self-Gated Signal
The self-gated signal obtained with the 2D version of the

STE sequence without contrast agent injection and a slice

thickness of 0.3 mm is shown in Fig. 2a. Cardiac and respira-

tory cycles could be extracted from these raw data with or

without filtering and cine images could be reconstructed ret-

rospectively. When the slice thickness is increased for 3D

imaging, as shown in Fig. 2b, peaks due to respiratory

motion appeared with a comparable amplitude as those

obtained in 2D. On the contrary, the amplitude of cardiac

peaks decreased and their level of noise was drastically

enhanced. This was observed with a flip angle of 158 and 48

(Ernst angle for blood). The signal can be filtered for k-lines

assignment to the corresponding cardiac time frames. How-

ever, the major problems with the 3D acquisition was the

low blood signal in the left ventricle (SNR 5 9.57 6 2.19

and CNR 5 –7.82 6 2.31) as shown in Fig. 2b. Cardiac vol-

umetric analysis could not be done. After the injection of a

USPIO contrast agent, blood signal in both ventricles was

enhanced (SNR 5 42.25 6 2.20 and CNR 5 17.25 6 2.04),

as shown in Fig. 2c. Signal intensity of cardiac peaks is

increased and noise level is lower compared to data without

contrast agent. Movie frames could be reconstructed after

k-lines assignment and used for cardiac functional analysis.

Between 5 and 10% of the total k-lines acquired during the

FIGURE 1: 3D SOS STE sequence and self-gated signal. The
navigator echo was recorded during the slice refocusing gradi-
ent. Three points were sampled in the navigator echo signal.
The duration of encoding in the slice direction was limited to
315 ls, providing an echo time of 0.527 msec. In all, 402 pro-
jections were stacked, and 96 stacks were used to generate
the 3D image. The maximum NR used was 10. Spoiler gra-
dients are indicated in gray.
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experiments were rejected due to a too high standard devia-

tion of the duration of a cardiac cycle compared to its

median duration.

Stack Encoding Mode (Incremental vs.
Golden Angle)
Figure 3a shows the mean value for the angle between

spokes as a function of the number of repetitions (NR).

The two methods provided almost identical results, with

values of less than 28 for a large number of repetitions

(greater than NR 5 7) and values increasing to 98 for a sin-

gle repetition. In contrast, the standard deviation of the

angle was smaller (P < 0.05) when calculated using the

method based on the golden angle compared to that calcu-

lated using the method based on an incremental angle (Fig.

3b). This difference in standard deviations between the

methods increased as the number of repetitions decreased.

Representative magnified images reconstructed along

the long and short axes are shown in Fig. 4a,b. These

images were obtained on a healthy mouse with the two

methods and decreasing number of repetitions used for

reconstruction of cine images. With the maximum number

FIGURE 2: Raw and filtered navigator echo signals obtained with a 2D STE sequence (a), a 3D SOS STE sequence without injection
of contrast agent (b), and a 3D SOS STE sequence with injection of iron oxide nanoparticles (c). The most intense fluctuations are
typical of respiratory motion, while the least intense are characteristic of cardiac movement. The images obtained with the three
sequences are shown on the bottom line. With the 3D sequence without contrast agent, a very low-intensity signal from blood
was measured in the left ventricle (arrow).

FIGURE 3: Comparison of the methods for spoke distribution within a stack: incremental angle (blue line) or golden angle (red
line). a: Mean value of the angle between each of the spokes depending on the number of repetitions. b: Standard deviation for
the angle between each of the spokes for different numbers of repetitions. The standard deviations are significantly different
between golden angle and incremental angle (P < 0.05). Data shown were obtained from healthy mice.
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of repetitions (NR 5 10), the images were similar in terms

of SNR and CNR. The signal for blood within the heart

appeared homogeneous in the left ventricle (SD 5 1.56) and

with very slight heterogeneity in the right ventricle

(SD 5 2.81) which might be due to the time-of-flight effect.

No flow artifacts were observed in either ventricles. The

CNR between blood and the myocardium was around 15

with both methods (Table 1). As the NR decreased, image

quality decreased more significantly with the incremental-

angle method. This can be seen by subtracting the images

with a lower NR from the image with NR 5 10 (called dif-

ference in Fig. 4). The spatial resolution of the images

degraded and the CNR between the blood and the myocar-

dium dropped more significantly on images obtained with

the incremental-angle method (Table 1). When the number

of repetitions was severely reduced (NR 5 2 and 1), it was

still possible to visualize the ventricles and the walls of the

myocardium with the golden-angle method, but not with

the incremental-angle method.

Healthy vs. Infarcted Cine Images
Figure 5 shows 10 cine images from a healthy mouse along

the long and short axes with 6 repetitions. Figure 6 shows

similar images acquired for a mouse with severe myocardial

ischemia.

In both mice, the blood appears with an intense,

homogeneous signal and no flow artifacts were present at all

timepoints in the cardiac cycle. The 3D acquisition enabled

FIGURE 4: Long-axis and short-axis images of the 3D end diastolic volumes obtained with the golden-angle distribution (a) or the
incremental-angle distribution (b) with varying numbers of repetitions. The difference between the images acquired with NR 5 10
and the other NR values is shown for both methods along the short axis.

TABLE 1. Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) Between Blood in the Left Ventricle and Myocardium for Images
Obtained With Projections Distributed Using Both Golden-Angle and Incremental-Angle Methods for Different
Numbers of Repetitions (NR)

NR 5 10 NR 5 8 NR 5 6 NR 5 4 NR 5 3a NR 5 2a NR 5 1a

Golden angle 15.3 6 1.0 13.0 6 0.9 10.6 6 1.2 8.9 6 1.5 9.0 6 1.0 9.8 6 1.9 8.1 6 1.8

Incremental angle 14.0 6 0.9 10.6 6 1.2 9.6 6 1.8 7.5 6 1.9 3.2 6 1.7 5.5 6 1.6 1.8 6 1.9
aSignificantly different between golden and incremental angle (P< 0.05).
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a clear visualization of the whole ischemic zone as seen in

the different views of the images (arrows in Fig. 6).

From these images acquired on both healthy and path-

ological mice, the left ventricle EDV and ESV were meas-

ured, and the EF was calculated. The mean values for the

EF, EDV, and ESV for the left ventricle were significantly

higher in healthy mice than in mice with MI (Table 2).

These values were calculated with NR 5 10.

Measurements were then made on reconstructed

images with NR 5 6 and 3, and compared to the reference

data obtained with NR 5 10. Data obtained with NR 5 6

were very similar to data obtained with NR 5 10 for both

groups of mice. In contrast, with NR 5 3 the data obtained

for healthy mice appeared more widely dispersed, as shown

by the Bland–Altman graph in Fig. 7. This effect was most

likely due to the smaller volumes compared to those meas-

ured in ischemic mice and to the degradation of the spatial

resolution on these strongly undersampled images.

Movies showing 3D-cine images from a mouse with

MI are available as Supporting Material files 1–4.

Analysis of EFs for Different Heart Regions
Due to the 3D nature of the data acquired, EFs could be

analyzed slice by slice from the apex to the top of the heart.

For the healthy mouse shown in Fig. 8a, the heart was

thus divided into 40 slices of �150 lm thick. The EF

appeared constant throughout the long axis, with values

close to the mean EF. Identical profiles were observed on

other healthy mice analyzed.

For the mouse with MI shown in Fig. 8b, the heart

was divided into 55 slices. Down to around slice 15 (upper

heart region), the value for the EF was not statistically dif-

ferent from the one in healthy mice. Subsequently, it

decreased strongly, becoming null from slice 40 to slice 55.

Discussion

A 3D-cine self-gated imaging method to measure left ventri-

cle function in mice was developed and used to characterize

healthy mice and mice with severe MI. Advantages of self-

gating compared to prospective 2D acquisitions have already

been demonstrated in murine models.9,11,32,33 Here we

developed a 3D method that was based on hybrid encoding:

in-plane radial encoding with short echo times and Carte-

sian encoding in the slice dimension. The use of Cartesian

encoding in the third dimension has several advantages:

first, it enables performing relatively precise slice selection.

Second, with the sequence proposed here, the navigator

echo signal can be read during the gradient used for slice

refocusing and thus used to generate a cardiac self-gating

signal.7 This is necessary as, unlike conventional 2D UTE

sequences, the first point of the UTE signal sampled in the

center of k-space cannot be used as a navigator echo.18,19 It

was also necessary to add encoding in the slice direction,

producing a longer echo time in 3D. Nevertheless, by

FIGURE 5: Ten 3D-cine images (along the long and short axes) obtained for a healthy mouse using the self-gated SOS STE
sequence, spoke distribution based on the golden-angle method, and 6 repetitions. Scale bar 5 1 cm.
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Compressing the sequence and applying high encoding gra-

dients, it was possible to limit the echo time to around 0.5

msec. With this method, as already proposed with 2D sequen-

ces, the navigator echo signal can be read at each TR. This

contrasts with other studies performed in humans34,35 and

small animals16 where the navigator echo signal is only read

FIGURE 6: Ten 3D-cine images obtained for a mouse with MI using the self-gated SOS STE sequence, spoke distribution based on
the golden-angle method, and 6 repetitions. a: Long-axis view. The positions of the slices shown in (b), (c,d) are indicated in Fig.
1a. Arrows indicate the ischemic zone. Scale bar 5 1 cm.
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periodically (every 4 or 10 TR). In mice, where the heart beats

very rapidly, this repeated reading of the navigator echo signal

allows to precisely identify the cardiac gating signal.

The other advantage of this sequence using Cartesian

encoding in the slice direction is that the field of view in

the third direction, and therefore the acquisition time, is

reduced. However, despite a slice of relatively low thickness,

the signal from blood present in the heart cavities appeared

saturated in mice without a USPIO injection. Blood could

not be clearly visualized in the left ventricle, unlike with 2D

acquisitions where slices are typically around 10-fold thinner

and where the time-of-flight effect is observed. As in several

other 3D-cine studies involving small animals, it was there-

fore required to enhance the signal for the blood by using a

contrast agent.36,37 As described previously, an iron-based

contrast agent was used.20 These contrast agents have the

advantages of showing a strong vascular persistence and gen-

erating a positive contrast when imaged using UTE and

STE sequences, even at high magnetic fields.38 Compared

to a recently published study using a 3D nonselective UTE

sequence,20 the echo time was increased here around 15-

fold (TE 5 0.031 msec vs. TE 5 0.531 msec, respectively).

Interestingly, this increase did not prevent the positive con-

trast induced by USPIO. The blood maintained an intense

signal throughout the experiment. Even if the T �2 value due

to the presence of USPIO was around 2 msec (from blood

sample data), no decrease in spatial resolution or unwanted

artifact was observed. This might be due to the short read-

out time (700 ls) obtained with our sequence. Actually, due

to the center-out encoding, the echo time for the sequence

remained well below a millisecond. Moreover, this type of

encoding made the sequence relatively insensitive to motion

and flow artifacts, even in its 3D version. Respiratory gating

was therefore not necessary. The blood signal appeared

homogenous throughout the cardiac cycle in both groups of

mice. This enabled performing unambiguous segmentation

and precisely measuring the ventricular volumes.

STE sequences are also compatible with undersam-

pling. As a result, it is not necessary to acquire a complete

k-space to generate an image. Thus, in the case of a retro-

spective method, this encoding provides high-quality images

without the need to satisfy the Nyquist criterion. Neverthe-

less, with a conventional incremental trajectory, the distribu-

tion of the projections was not perfectly homogeneous,

particularly when a low NR was used. This resulted in the

appearance of typical radial encoding artifacts (streaking

artifacts). To improve this situation, a pseudorandom trajec-

tory based on the golden angle was implemented for each

stack. As shown here and demonstrated by Konstandin

et al,14 using this trajectory in combination with the retro-

spective reconstruction method resulted in a more homoge-

neous distribution of the spokes inside a stack. This enabled

obtaining strongly undersampled 3D images with a better

spatial resolution and could be used to reduce the acquisi-

tion time, to compensate for data loss due to a poor naviga-

tor echo signal, or to reconstruct a larger number of cine

images per cardiac cycle. Other recently developed pseudor-

andom methods for angular increment have been developed

like tiny golden anlges39 or azimuthal equidistant projec-

tions40 and could be interesting for our approach. In this

study, pseudorandom encoding was only used inside each

stack. Because of the 3D nature of the sequence, it may be

possible to extend this pseudorandom characteristic between

the various stacks to further limit reconstruction artifacts

after undersampling (ongoing work).

By combining the different advantages of the sequence

developed here, we showed that 3D-cine images could be

TABLE 2. Mean Ejection Fraction (EF), End Diastolic
Volume (EDV), and End Systolic Volume (ESV) for
Healthy Mice and Mice With Myocardial Infarction

EF(%)a EDV (lL)a ESV (lL)a

Healthy
mice

67.7 6 4.4 42.1 6 7.1 13.7 6 3.8

Mice
with MI

20.7 6 4.7 147.1 6 19.2 116.1 6 15.4

aSignificantly different between healthy mice and mice with MI
(P< 0.05)

FIGURE 7: Bland–Altman graph of the EF for NR 5 6 and NR 5 3 compared to NR 5 10. The closed squares represent data from
healthy mice and the open circles show data for mice with MI.
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obtained without ECG gating, both in healthy mice and in

mice with severe MI. After injecting iron oxide nanopar-

ticles, the self-gating signal was of sufficient quality, even in

mice with MI. High resolutions were obtained in the three

spatial dimensions, allowing a much more precise descrip-

tion of the disease model than available to date in the litera-

ture.11,18 Indeed, in these two preclinical studies, imaging

was performed in 2D with a slice thickness superior to 800

lm. Bovens et al,11 using a self-gated Cartesian FLASH

sequence, obtained 17 cine-images on 11–13 slices with an

in-plane resolution of 117 3 234 lm. Similarly, Motaal

et al18 performed a 2D self-gated UTE sequence on five sli-

ces to obtain 15 cine-images with an in-plane resolution of

195 lm. Here, 40 reconstructed pseudoslices were generated

to determine the functional parameters of the heart in

healthy mice, and even 55 slices in mice with MI. With

these 3D data, functional parameters could be described

globally or slice-by-slice. With the global approach, our

results are in accordance with those published by Bovens

et al.11 The slice-by-slice approach used allowed us to better

localize and characterize pathologies. Nevertheless, this

approach has to be validated on other pathological models.

The method used here also reduced acquisition times,

which is highly desirable in studies involving fragile animals.

The number of repetitions was initially set to 10 (acquisi-

tion time 5 25 min 43 sec), but it could be reduced to 15

FIGURE 8: Analysis of the ejection fraction for different positions in the heart. (a) Healthy mice; (b) mice with MI. The segments
on the images represent the axis along which slices were positioned. The EF was significantly different between healthy mice and
mice with MI after slice number 18 (P < 0.05).
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minutes 26 seconds (NR 5 6) without major loss of image

quality. The measurements of the functional parameters

remained extremely robust with this NR. When the NR

was further reduced to 3 (acquisition time 5 7 min 52 sec),

the error increased but remained acceptable.

There are some limitations in this study. First, an

injection of a contrast agent with a long blood half-life is

necessary to obtain a sufficient contrast between blood and

myocardium. Only iron-based contrast agents were tested.

Second, due to the lack of 3D-cine cardiac imaging meth-

ods in mice, our approach was not compared to a gold-

standard method. Third, fast imaging methods like a paral-

lel imaging technique or more recent methods like com-

pressed sensing41 were not evaluated to further reduce total

acquisition time. A standard parallel imaging technique can

be performed without supplementary development due to

the Cartesian encoding in the third dimension and might

reduce the total acquisition time by a factor of 2. The effi-

ciency of these techniques would be even more enhanced by

the used of optimized hardware like cryo-coils.42

In summary, we present a method for 3D-cine imag-

ing of mouse hearts enhanced by iron oxide nanoparticles

using a hybrid radial-Cartesian sequence with short echo

time. The technique combined a self-gating method with

pseudorandom encoding of data to measure the functional

heart parameters both in healthy mice and in mice with MI.

Very high spatial resolution was achieved, and the acquisi-

tion time was limited to around 15 minutes for whole-heart

coverage.
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